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BASIC PRINCIPLES: IMMINENT GOVERNMENT
ACTION
No U.S. statute, rule, or regulation imposes a per
se duty on a registrant to disclose that the registrant
or a director is the subject of a government
investigation.
Reg. S-K, Items 103 (the Company) and 401(f)
(Directors) require disclosure when a formal

proceeding is filed or is known to be imminent.
An investigation is not a proceeding, whether
voluntary, by subpoena, search warrant or CID.1
•

A proceeding is imminent when the
Government makes clear that it is will be
filing a regulatory proceeding or bringing
criminal charges in the near term.
• The classic guidance is that the issuance
of a Wells Notice is the triggering event that
makes disclosure necessary, but no court
has ever made that ruling.
• Richman v. Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.,
10 Civ. 3461 (June 21, 2012 S.D.N.Y.),
most recently holds a Wells Notice is not a
triggering event.
• “At best [for Plaintiffs], a Wells Notice
indicates not litigation but only the desire
of the Enforcement staff to move forward,
which it has no power to effectuate. This
contingency need not be disclosed.”

BASIC PRINCIPLES: A MATERIAL PRIOR
STATEMENT IS MISLEADING
When an Investigation Renders a Prior Material
Public Statement Misleading the Investigation
Must Be Disclosed.
•

An investigation rarely renders a prior
material statement misleading.
• Certainty of investigation costs or
disruption can render projections or other
prior statements misleading
• Prior statements that the Company is not
subject to any investigation would have to
be updated.

•

Prior statements about the subject under
investigation or a related investigation are
those most likely to be rendered misleading.

Most often it is the key interaction between the
investigation and the conduct under investigation
that gives rise to the duty to correct a prior material
statement.
•

•

The investigation is most often the
triggering event for disclosure required
when the underlying conduct renders prior
statements misleading.
Disclosure of the investigation becomes
a proxy for disclosure of the underlying
conduct without admitting that conduct
occurred.

•
•

The Most Useful Heuristic: Soft Information and
Hard Information.
•

•

DISCLOSURE CALCULUS:
PROBABILITY
AND CONSEQUENCES IN CONTEXT
Disclosing investigations is largely a function of:
•
•

•

•

•

the probability of government or company
action and
the consequences of such action. 2

The Company’s probability assessment and the
consequences will be judged by the entire context,
including the Company’s actions.3
RMED International, Inc. v. Sloan ‘s
Supermarkets Inc., the defendants breached
their duty to disclose an FTC investigation
months prior to an FTC filing. Key was their
settlement offer to divest acquired stores
and to forego acquisitions made at the
same time their public statements touted
their acquisition strategy.4
Acito v. IMCERA Group, IMCERA’s annual
report didn’t disclose two failed FDA
inspections of an acquired plant. The annual
report expressed optimism and the touted
the acquisition’s benefits. Later public
earnings guidance expressed optimism.
The Second Circuit ruled the failure to
disclose the failed inspections was not
actionable because in the FDA regulatory
context such failures and consequent
warning letters were not unusual, so the
Company couldn’t necessarily predict the
FDA would order manufacturing suspended
when the plant failed a third inspection.5

DISCLOSURE: SOFT INFORMATION AND
HARD INFORMATION
The federal circuits have analyzed the questions
of

(i) whether an investigation is material, and,
if so,
(ii) whether there is a duty to disclose, under
a variety of rubrics, but the foundational
principles are roughly equivalent across the
circuits.

•
•

“‘Soft’ information includes predictions and
matters of opinion”6
materiality of an investigation almost
invariably requires prediction of the
outcome and the impact of government
action, hence the mere fact of the
investigation is soft information
Prediction of government action requires
a forecast
Government’s deliberations are generally
secret.
No duty to disclose arises absent a clear
signal from the government.

“‘Hard information’ is typically historical information
or other factual information that is objectively
verifiable”... any prediction must be substantially
certain to hold...as hard as fact.7
BASIC PRINCIPLES IN FLUX: TO CONFESS…
OR NOT?
Classic Guidance is there is No Duty to Confess
Wrong doing When Disclosing an Investigation.8
•

The logic for the Classic Guidance is:
SEC disclosure rules should not
compromise the Company’s defense.
• The Company cannot predict the outcome
of the proceeding, including liability or
conviction
•

The Classic Guidance has always been an
overstatement.9
•

•

•
•

If the Company speaks about the reasons
for its success, it must disclose all material
reasons, including wrongdoing.
Recent decisions finding misconduct
by senior management or pervasive
misconduct in business practices have held
companies to account for failure to disclose.
Disclosure is material to evaluating
management and the business.
The investigation becomes part of the

analysis as the triggering event for analyzing
who knew what when.

Predicting outcomes is not required and is a
minefield.15

THE IMPACT OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
General statements about the business are more
likely to give rise to a duty to disclose misconduct
affecting the business sooner:

UNDER THE NEW RIGOR YOU HAVE TIME
TO DEVELOP FACTS VIA INVESTIGATION
BEFORE MAKING DISCLOSURE
The Rahman court found Kid Brands met
its obligations by disclosing the audit being
In re Marsh & McLennan Cos. Sec. Litig. (2006), conducted by U.S. Customs two months after it
is a precursor: statements describing sources of began” particularly in light of Defendants’ efforts
revenue triggered a duty to disclose the role of to investigate the matter through an independent
illegal conduct in generating that revenue.10
law firm and because a company may not
immediately be expected to identify the inaccuracy
Richman v. Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., of prior disclosures relative to such newly revealed
statements about the reasons for the success of information.”
Goldman Sachs, including the statement it was
committed to complying with the letter and the Rahman holds the failure to disclose two other
spirit of the law, were material and actionable in U.S. Customs investigations for five months was
light of the company’s failure to disclose alleged actionable in light of prior statements about the
illegal conflicts of interest with clients throughout reasons for business success.
the company.
“The gap in time between the onset of the
Rahman v. Kid Brands (2012), the statement an investigation and the disclosure does not, without
increase in sales was “primarily” attributable to more, provide a basis for a securities fraud
growth is a subsidiary was actionable in light of the claim, even assuming the materiality of the …
attributability of increased earnings to undisclosed investigation.16
U .S. customs violations.11
The key element is not the investigation per se. It
is the conduct giving rise to the investigation.
THE “NEW” LEARNING IS A RENEWED
EMPHASIS ON THE CLASSIC PRINCIPLES
There is no duty per se to predict the outcome of
an investigation.12
The duty of disclosure of the conduct under
investigation must be assessed separately, but in
the context of, the investigation.
Where there is no duty to disclose the investigation,
there may be a duty to disclose the conduct at the
outset of the investigation.13
Disclosures minimizing the potential impact
investigation are highly risky.14
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